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Democracy. Is there anything more sacred? 

And in just two days - thanks to the precious blood spilled by our freedom-fighting 

forefathers - we the voters can march to the polls and democratically choose which 

bozo we want ruining our city. 

Can't do that in Iran. 

This is just the primary election, of course. That means the current five mayoral 

hopefuls will be amputated down to the top two ballot-grubbing survivors. 

After that, in the grand spirit of American politics, the lucky duo will tear into each other 

like half-starved jackals until the November Vote-Off, when one will be forever tarred a 

loser. 

But which two will continue? 

Incumbent John Powers? Councilman Steve Corker? Jim West? Sheri Barnard? Tom 

Grant? 

A cynical write-in for Ruprecht the Monkey Boy? 

Decisions. Decisions. 

If you ask me, Spokane would be better off if we burned all the voter guides and 

consulted a Ouija board. 

Which leads me to today's great idea. 



I convinced three area purveyors of the paranormal to give Spokane voters a rare dose 

of cosmic candidate clarity. 

"I just call it enlightenment," said Bonnie Whiting. "I hack into the Infinite Wisdom." 

Whiting is a Coeur d'Alene psychic, although she prefers the term "intuitive" when 

describing her otherworldly talents. 

We met in her office, a compact, yellow-walled room with a zodiac tapestry hanging 

from the ceiling. 

Tuning in to what she calls the Angel Network, Whiting didn't take long in predicting our 

most likely mayoral primary prevailers. 

Steve Corker. Tom Grant. 

In reaching this conclusion, Whiting said she received some assistance. 

From my father. Who died 22 years ago. 

Believe it or not, this didn't come as a shock. The two passions my Old Man had in life 

were: 1. talking politics and 2. horning into my affairs. 

Whiting is a small, energetic woman. She retrieves tidbits from the Other Side and 

passes them along with cocksureness. A couple of years ago, Whiting ran afoul of a 50-

year-old Coeur d'Alene ordinance against soothsaying in public. 

You'd think a psychic would have seen this coming. 

At any rate, everything worked out. Coeur d'Alene was made fortune-teller friendly. And 

Whiting can be found at 408 Sherman Ave. conferring with angels. 

Or my dad. 



Renate Herrmann's approach to divination comes via the mathematical art of 

numerology. Using birth dates and numbers derived from names, Herrmann compiled 

28 pages of analysis to determine who is numerologically best qualified to be Spokane 

mayor. 

And it sure ain't Tom Grant. 

"I hope that he does not win," said the Cheney resident, who says she has devoted 27 

years to numerology. "He doesn't listen to anybody. He thinks he knows everything." 

Herrmann says she doesn't know Grant. Her opinion is based on Grant's bad numbers. 

(Too many ones, Tom. Too many nines.) 

Herrmann likes Sheri Barnard's numerological makeup. It shows self-confidence and a 

love for taking charge. But she believes Barnard's age (66) might be an obstacle to 

voters. 

As for the two candidates with the most advantageous numerical makeup, they are: 

Steve Corker. John Powers. 

Not that she's wild about Powers. "He pretends he listens, but he don't listen to 

nobody." 

Barbara Lee bills herself as an "internationally acclaimed clairvoyant, astrologer, 

professional psychic, radio and TV personality, spiritual counselor, Reiki master 

teacher, reflexologist, massage therapist and horoscope columnist." 

Sounds as if she should be running for Spokane mayor. 

I'm kidding. Lee lives in Post Falls, which means she can't run for Spokane mayor. At 

least not without some serious bribes. 



Lee e-mailed me five pages of insights leading to her astrological Top 5 picks. Here 

they are in order of most likely to win: 

1. West (Aries) - "a visionary and a very clear communicator." 

2. Powers (Pisces) - "he does have the drive and the charisma and the critical thinking 

to see things through." 

3. Grant (Virgo) - "the community might not be ready for some of his ideas." 

4. Corker (Cancer) - "women especially like him; he likes them, too." 

5. Barnard (Taurus) - "she needs to focus on a few issues at a time in order not to 

spread herself too thin." 

So there we have it. The Spirit World has spoken. I think we can easily see from my 

three seers that the best bozo for Spokane mayor is definitely Powers. 

Or Corker. Or West. Or Barnard. Or Grant. 

Good luck at the polls. I'm voting Monkey Boy. 
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